Go4Clients White Label

What is Go4Clients White Label?
Offer all of Go4Clients functionalities to your
customers as your own brand. Re-sell and re-brand
Go4Clients as your own to your customers.
Minimum investments and installation time.

Advantages
Another Stream of Revenue

Your Plans & Prices

Go4Clients White Label (G4WL) is a
complete omni-channel platform
that offers multiple strategies to
engage with customers. We give you
the most used digital communication
tools in the market to increase
customer interaction and generate
more revenue.

Create your own plans and prices,
keep balance sheets, and statistics
of your operation.

Complete Re-Branding

All of Go4Clients
Functionalities

Configure your brand, logo,
domain, customer service email,
phone, terms & conditions, and
even payments methods as your
own brand.

Analytics of Your Customers
Review detailed information on
your platform usage, check out
the behavior of your clients in real
time. On the dashboard, you can
see a quick view of the platform
performance of your clients.

Get complete access to all of
Go4Clients functionalities. You’ll
continue to have the latest
versions as we continually update
our platform.

api

Access to Go4Clients API
Your White Label platform will
have the option of accessing all of
Go4Clients APIs. Your end uses
will be able to access all of your
APIs functionality without
restriction & access them using
your own platform domain.

Financially viable
Minimum Investment

The More You Send, The
Lower The Transaction Cost

Single setup cost of $1000,
monthly maintenance cost of
$250, & cost per transaction as
low as 0.0035 (plus the cost of
SMS & Voice minute).

Cost per transaction ranges from
0.0075 to 0.0035, plus the cost of
SMS or Voice minute.

Use Your Own SMS & Voice
Routes
By default Go4Clients White
Label (G4WL) uses the Go4Clients
Voice and SMS routes, but if you
would like to use your own routes,
you can. Just pay for the cost of
the transaction and the binding
fee. This solution is ideal for
wholesale operators.

Support
Training

Customer Service

Once you are setup we will
provide 10 hours of training of the
Go4Clients White Label (G4WL)
platform and supply you with
dedicated support agents to help
you along the way.

Administrators and Agents have
access to user accounts to provide
customer service. Administrators
can establish roles to control
agents and accounts.
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